Abstract—We develop and present a radar waveform design method that optimizes the spectral shape of the radar waveform so that joint performance of a cooperative radar-communications system is maximized. The continuous water-filling (WF) spectral-mask shaping method presented in this paper is based on the previously derived spectral-mask shaping technique. However, the method presented in this paper is modified to utilize the continuous spectral water-filling algorithm to improve communications performance. We also introduce additional practical system constraints on the autocorrelation peak side-lobe to main-lobe ratio and radar waveform spectral leakage. Finally, we perform a numerical study to compare the performance of the continuous WF spectral-mask shaping method with the previously derived method. The global estimation rate, which also accounts for non-local estimation errors, and the data rate capture the radar and the communications performance respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spectral congestion, caused when too many communications users concurrently attempt to access spectral resources, has quickly emerged as a serious issue for the telecommunications sector [1]. A potential solution to this spectral congestion problem is to share spectral resources between radar and communications systems. As such, radar and communications systems are increasingly encouraged to cooperatively share spectrum such that both systems mutually benefit from the presence of each other [2]–[4].

References [3], [5]–[7] investigated the fundamental limits on performance for in-band cooperative radar and communications systems and developed performance bounds for such cooperative systems. These references also developed an information theoretic radar performance metric analogous to the communications data rate, the estimation rate, which enabled a fair comparison of both radar and communications performance. In these works, the performance bounds of a joint radar-communications system was found to be dependent on the radar waveform spectral shape (via the radar waveform root mean square (RMS) bandwidth). More specifically, for a given bandwidth, communications performance of a joint radar-communications system was found to favor an impulse-like radar spectral shape, which has a small RMS bandwidth, whereas radar estimation performance of a joint radar-communications system was found to favor a radar waveform spectrum with more energy at the edges of the bandwidth allocation, which has a large RMS bandwidth. However, these results were obtained taking into account local or high-signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) estimation errors. The radar-optimal waveform has higher autocorrelation side-lobes which reduce the global estimation performance, which takes local and non-local estimation errors into account, by increasing the threshold SNR point at which non-local estimation errors do not occur. Similarly, communications-optimal radar waveform will have a lower threshold SNR point. Thus, when considering local and non-local estimation errors, the shape of the radar spectrum poses a trade-off both in terms of radar performance vs. communications performance and in terms of improved estimation performance vs. an increased radar threshold SNR.

[8] presented a novel radar waveform design method that selects the optimal radar waveform spectrum such that joint performance is maximized.

The results presented in this paper is an extension of the work presented in Reference [8]. More specifically, we extend the original spectral-mask shaping radar waveform design method defined in Reference [8] to derive the continuous WF spectral-mask shaping method, which employs the continuous spectral WF algorithm [9] to maximize communications performance. Subsequently, we reformulate this extended spectral-mask shaping method as a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem and introduce additional practical system constraints on the autocorrelation peak side-lobe to main-lobe ratio and radar waveform spectral leakage. A more efficient optimization algorithm is also employed to generate the optimal radar waveform, significantly reducing computation time. The global estimation rate, introduced in [8], and data rate capture radar and communications performance respectively.

To emphasize the waveform design approaches, we assume a simple scenario with a single target and no clutter, and focus more on the optimization frameworks, constraints, and solvers. The results presented in this paper can be extended to include more complicated scenarios such as clutter [10] and multiple...
radar targets [11]. The problem scenario considered in this paper is given by Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The joint radar-communications system simulation scenario for radar waveform design. In this scenario, a radar and communications user attempt to use the same spectrum-space-time. The joint radar-communications receiver optimizes the shape of the radar waveform spectrum to maximize joint radar-communications performance. This scenario is instructional, and can easily be scaled to more complicated scenarios by using it as a building block to construct real world examples.

A. Background

References [3], [5]–[7] presented performance bounds which were shown to depend on the RMS bandwidth of the radar waveform. In Reference [8], the estimation rate was extended to account for global errors, and an evolutionary optimization algorithm was applied to find the optimal spectral mask that maximizes both radar and communications performance. Several extensions to these performance bounds were presented in References [6], [10], [12].

With the spectral congestion problem rapidly becoming a reality, researchers have searched diverse areas for potential solutions. However, certain methods are gaining more traction than others. Waveform design has become a dominant research thread in joint radar-communications phenomenology. Several waveform options are being studied including orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [13]–[21] and spread spectrum waveforms [22]–[25] which have been considered due to their attractive, noise-like autocorrelation properties. Researchers have also looked at optimization theory based radar waveform design methods in spectrally dense environments that attempt to maximize some radar performance metrics (detection probability, ambiguity function features etc.) and keep interference to other in-band systems at a minimum [26]–[28] or impose constraints on the communications rate of other in-band systems [29].

Information is well known in communications phenomenology, but less so in radar. Perhaps surprisingly, radars were looked at in the context of information theory soon after Shannon’s seminal work [30] by Woodward [31]. Interest resurged many years later with Bell’s work on waveform design using information for statistical scattering targets [32]. Recent results have found connections between information theory and estimation theory, equating estimation information and the integrated minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) [33].

Other researchers looked at spatial mitigation as a means to improve spectral interoperability [34]–[37]. Joint coding techniques, such as robust codes for communications that have desirable radar ambiguity properties, as well as codes that trade data rate and channel estimation error have been investigated as co-design solutions [38]–[41]. Some approaches to shared waveform outside of coding have been investigated, such as a radar system modulating low-rate communications on the waveform sidelobe levels [42] or on the phase difference between successive radar pulses [43], [44].

B. Problem Description

We consider a simple scenario involving a radar and communications user attempting to use the same spectrum-space-time as shown in Figure 1. This scenario is instructional, and can easily be scaled to more complicated scenarios by using it as a building block to construct real world examples.

We consider the joint radar-communications receiver to be a radar transmitter/receiver that can act as a communications receiver. The joint receiver can simultaneously estimate the radar target parameters from the radar return and decode a received communications signal.

The key assumptions made in this work for the scenario described in Figure 1 are as follows

- Radar and communications operate in the same frequency allocation simultaneously
- Joint radar-communications receiver is capable of simultaneously decoding a communications signal and estimating a target parameter
- Radar detection and track acquisition have already taken place
- Radar system is an active, single-input single-output (SISO), mono-static, and pulsed system
- Radar system operates without any maximum unambiguous range
- A single SISO communications transmitter is present
- Only one radar target is present
- Target range or delay is the only parameter of interest
- Target cross-section is well estimated

It should be noted that the performance bounds and results presented in this paper are dependent on the receiver model employed. We perform successive interference cancellation (SIC) mitigation at the receiver, which introduces a dependency between communications performance and the radar waveform spectrum [5]. Utilizing other mitigation techniques or receiver models will result in performance bounds that are different from the ones presented in this paper.

C. Contributions

The main contributions of this paper are

- Extend previously derived spectral mask shaping method to employ the continuous spectral WF algorithm to maximize communications performance
- Employ more computationally efficient optimization solvers for the spectral mask shaping algorithm
- Introduce constraints on autocorrelation peak side-lobe to main-lobe ratio and spectral leakage for the spectral mask shaping waveform design method
- Derive a time-domain expression for a spectrally masked standard chirp signal
- Prove that the solution of the NLP waveform design problem is *pareto optimal*
- Compare performance of extended waveform design method with previously derived spectral-mask shaping method

II. JOINT RADAR-COMMUNICATIONS PERFORMANCE METRICS

In this section, we briefly discuss and derive the spectral WF data rate and the global estimation rate, the performance metrics used to measure radar and communications performance respectively. We also present the joint radar-communications receiver model used in this paper. A table detailing the significant notation employed in this paper is shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>⟨·⟩</td>
<td>Expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∥·∥</td>
<td>L2-norm or absolute value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_M(·)</td>
<td>Marcum Q-function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ(·)</td>
<td>Dirac-delta function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Full bandwidth of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRms</td>
<td>Root-mean-squared radar bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(f)</td>
<td>Unit-variance transmitted radar signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_rad</td>
<td>Radar power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ</td>
<td>Time delay to target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Target complex combined antenna, cross-section, and propagation gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Radar pulse duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ</td>
<td>Radar duty factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_com</td>
<td>Total communications power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Complex combined antenna gain and communications propagation loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n(t)</td>
<td>Receiver thermal noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_res(t)</td>
<td>Post-SIC radar residual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ²_noise</td>
<td>Thermal noise power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_0</td>
<td>Boltzmann constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTemp</td>
<td>Absolute temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ²_res</td>
<td>Variance of range fluctuation process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ²_BRLB</td>
<td>Cramér-Rao lower bound or estimation error variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISNR</td>
<td>Integrated radar SNR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Successive Interference Cancellation Receiver Model

In this section, we present the receiver model called *Successive Interference Cancellation* (SIC). SIC is the same optimal multiuser detection technique used for a two user multiple-access communications channel [9], [45], except it is now reformulated for a communications and radar user instead of two communications users.

As stated earlier in Section I, we assume we have some knowledge of the radar target range (or time-delay) up to some random fluctuation (also called process noise). We model this process noise, $n_{\text{proc}}(t)$, as a zero-mean random variable.

Using this information, we can generate a predicted radar return and subtract it from the joint radar-communications received signal. After suppressing the radar return, the receiver then decodes and removes the communications signal from the radar return suppressed received waveform to obtain a radar return signal free of communications interference. This method of interference cancellation is called SIC. It is this receiver model that causes communications performance to be closely tied to the radar waveform spectral shape.

It should be noted that since the predicted target location is never always accurate, the predicted radar signal suppression leaves behind a residual contribution, $n_{\text{res}}(t)$. Consequently, the receiver will decode the communications message from the radar-suppressed joint received signal at a lower rate. The block diagram of the joint radar-communications system considered in this scenario is shown in Figure 2.

When applying SIC, the interference residual plus noise signal $n_{\text{int+n}}(t)$, from the communications receiver’s perspective, is given by [3], [5]

$$n_{\text{int+n}}(t) = n(t) + n_{\text{res}}(t) = n(t) + \sqrt{\|a\|^2 P_{\text{rad}} n_{\text{proc}}(t)} \frac{\partial x(t - \tau)}{\partial t}, \quad (1)$$

where $n_{\text{proc}}(t)$ is the process noise with variance $\sigma^2_{\text{proc}}$.

B. Spectral Water-filling SIC Data Rate

We utilize the continuous spectral WF algorithm [9], [46] to determine the optimal communications power distribution over frequency. The continuous spectral WF algorithm optimizes the data rate for a given noise power spectral density [9], [46].

Given the noise spectral density at the SIC receiver, $N_{\text{int+n}}(f)$, the continuous spectral WF algorithm determines the optimal communications transmit power distribution, $P(f)$, that maximizes the communications data rate at which the joint radar-communications receiver decodes the communications message from the radar return suppressed joint received signal.

We define this maximized communications rate as the spectral WF SIC data rate which will be used to measure communications performance. The continuous spectral WF algorithm is a continuous form extension of the WF algorithm employed in References [3], [5]. Figure 3 highlights how the continuous spectral WF algorithm selects the optimal power distribution.
where Parseval’s theorem and the time-shift and time derivative properties of the Fourier transform are used between the second and third steps, $\text{sinc}(x) = \frac{\sin(x)}{x}$, and $h(\alpha)$ is the inverse Fourier transform with respect to $\alpha$ of $H(f) = \|X(f)\|^2 f^2$. Since the noise power spectral density and autocorrelation are Fourier transform pairs, the noise power spectral density is given by

$$N_{\text{int}+n}(f) = N(f) + N_{\text{resi}}(f)$$

$$= k_B T_{\text{temp}} \Pi_B(f)$$

$$+ (4\pi^2) \|a\|^2 P_{\text{rad}} \sigma_{\tau,\text{proc}}^2 \|X(f)\|^2 f^2,$$  

where $N(f)$ and $N_{\text{resi}}(f)$ are the Fourier transforms of $n(t)$ and $n_{\text{resi}}(t)$ respectively, and $\Pi_B(f)$ is a top-hat or rectangular function from $-B/2$ to $B/2$. The optimal communications power spectrum, $P(f)$, determined by the continuous spectral WF algorithm is given by [9]

$$P(f) = \left( \mu - \frac{N_{\text{int}+n}(f)}{\|a\|^2} \right)^+,$$  

(4)

where $(x)^+ = x$ if $x \geq 0$; otherwise $(x)^+ = 0$ and $\mu$ is a constant that is determined from the power constraint

$$P_{\text{com}} = \int_{-B/2}^{B/2} df P(f) = \int_{-B/2}^{B/2} df \left( \mu - \frac{N_{\text{int}+n}(f)}{\|a\|^2} \right)^+.$$  

(5)

The spectral WF SIC data rate corresponding to the channel with noise spectral density $N_{\text{int}+n}(f)$, $R_{\text{com}}$, is given by [9], [46]

$$R_{\text{com}} = \int_{-B/2}^{B/2} df \log \left( 1 + \frac{\|a\|^2 P(f)}{N_{\text{int}+n}(f)} \right).$$  

(6)

It should be noted that the integrals shown in Equations (5) and (6) are evaluated numerically to determine the optimal value for $\mu$ and the communications data rate, due to the complexity involved in determining analytical solutions for these integrals.

C. Global Radar Estimation Rate

We measure radar performance by the estimation rate [3], [5], [7] which measures the amount of unknown information about the target gained from radar illumination. The estimation rate, $R_{\text{est}}$, is upper bounded as follows:

$$R_{\text{est}} \leq \frac{\delta}{2T} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{\sigma_{\tau,\text{proc}}^2}{\sigma_{\text{est}}^2} \right),$$  

(7)

where $\sigma_{\text{est}}^2$ is the range estimation noise variance, which is bounded locally (high SNR regime) by the Cramér-Rao lower bound [47]. A more intuitive understanding of how the estimation rate metric captures target parameter estimation performance can be found in [7]. In this paper, we assume that the radar system is a pulsed system and that the target time-delay or range is the parameter of interest. However, the estimation rate can be extended for different radars and different target parameters, such as continuous signaling radars measuring target velocity or Doppler frequency [48].

As mentioned in Section I, the estimation rate was extended in Reference [8] to account for global estimation errors or estimation errors occurring in lower SNR regimes. We use the method of interval errors [49] to extend the time-delay estimation performance, $\sigma_{\text{est}}^2$, to account for the effect of non-local errors [8]. A closed-form solution of the probability of side-lobe confusion, $P_{s,l}$, is obtained in terms of the values and locations of the side-lobe peaks, SNR, and the Marcum Q-function $Q_M$ [45]. The method of intervals time-delay estimation variance is then given by

$$\sigma_{\text{est}}^2 = \left[ 1 - P_{s,l}(\text{ISNR}) \right] \sigma_{\text{CRLB}}^2(\text{ISNR}) + P_{s,l}(\text{ISNR}) \phi_{s,l}^2,$$  

(8)
where $\phi_{s,l}$ is the offset in time (seconds) between the auto-
correlation peak side-lobe and main-lobe [5]. The probability
of side-lobe confusion, $P_{s,l}$, is given by [45]

$$P_{s,l}(\text{ISNR}) = 1 - Q_M \left( \sqrt{\frac{\text{ISNR}}{2}} \left( \frac{1 + \sqrt{1 - ||\rho||^2}}{1 - \sqrt{1 - ||\rho||^2}} \right)^2 \right) + Q_M \left( \sqrt{\frac{\text{ISNR}}{2}} \left( \frac{1 - \sqrt{1 - ||\rho||^2}}{1 + \sqrt{1 - ||\rho||^2}} \right)^2 \right),$$

where $\rho$ is the ratio of the main-lobe to the peak side-lobe of
the autocorrelation function. The Cramér-Rao lower bound for
time delay estimation is given by [50]

$$\sigma^2_{\text{CRLB}} = (8\pi^2 B^2_{\text{rms}} \text{ISNR})^{-1}. \quad (9)$$

III. JOINT WAVEFORM DESIGN PROBLEM

The spectral shape of the waveform (set by the parameters
chosen by the design method) determines whether the radar
performance or the communications performance is
maximized, or some weighting therein. The performance of
communications is measured by the communications rate $R_{\text{com}}$ (bits/sec), given by Equation (6), and the performance
of the radar is measured by the global estimation rate, $R_{\text{est}}$, (bits/sec), given by Equation (7).

Given an amount of spectral allocation or bandwidth, forcing
the radar spectrum to be more impulse-like (most of the
waveform energy is located at frequencies closer to the center
of the bandwidth allocation) will reduce the noise spectral
density, $N_{\text{int}+n}(f)$, due to minimal radar residual values ($N_{\text{resi}}(f)$), thereby maximizing the data rate. Conversely, radar
waveforms with more energy at frequencies closer to the
edges of the bandwidth allocation have larger $N_{\text{resi}}(f)$ values and consequently, larger $N_{\text{int}+n}(f)$ values which degrade the
communications data rate.

The shape of the radar waveform spectrum also impacts
radar estimation performance. Radar waveforms with more
spectral energy towards the edges have a higher RMS band-
width which results in better local estimation performance or
a smaller Cramér-Rao lower bound as seen in Equation (9).
However, having spectrum with more energy at the edges
introduces ambiguity in radar estimation (non-local errors),
thereby increasing the SNR threshold at which non-local estimation errors do not occur (local SNR regime), which
can negatively impact global estimation performance. Similarly, radar waveforms with more spectral energy towards the
center have a smaller RMS bandwidth, resulting in decreased
local estimation performance, but a lower threshold for the
local SNR regime, potentially resulting in an increased global
estimation performance. This relationship between the spectral
mask and estimation performance is shown in Figure 4.

Thus, the shape of the radar spectrum poses a trade-off
not only in terms of radar performance vs. communications
performance (through the RMS bandwidth), but also in terms
of improved local estimation performance vs. degraded global
estimation performance or an increased threshold for achieving
the Cramér-Rao bound. The radar waveform spectrum shape
is optimized such that the resultant estimation and data rates
are jointly maximized.

![Fig. 4. The relationship between the spectral mask and radar estimation performance. The purple line shows the estimation performance when there is no spectral mask. The estimation performance when a communications optimal spectral mask (waveforms with more spectral energy towards the center) is used is shown in red. Estimation performance when a radar optimal spectral mask (waveforms with more spectral energy towards the edges) is used is shown in blue. The Cramér-Rao bound is shown in black.](image-url)

The objective is to optimize the spectral shape of the radar
waveform such that the performance with respect to radar and
communications is jointly maximized. We introduce additional
constraints to the waveform optimization problem originally
defined in [8] in order to obtain radar waveforms that not only
ensure optimal joint radar-communications performance, but
also satisfy additional real-world properties that a traditional
radar waveform would. The new constraints that are introduced
are as follows:

- **Peak Side-lobe to Main-lobe Ratio (Constraint $C_1$):** In Reference [8], the estimation rate was extended to con-
sider global estimation errors (errors occurring when the
radar waveform autocorrelation side-lobe is confused for
the main-lobe) using the method of interval errors [45].
However, the method of interval errors only considers the
errors occurring due to the peak side-lobe and ignores the
rest. If the other side-lobes are high enough, they can still
have a significant contribution to the global estimation
error. By limiting the peak side-lobe to main-lobe ratio
to be below a certain threshold, we can reduce the effect
the peak side-lobe as well as any other high side-lobes
will have on the global estimation error.

- **Spectral Leakage (Constraint $C_2$):** Since the system
can only receive signals whose spectrum lies within the
system’s bandwidth, any electromagnetic radio frequency
(RF) energy that leaks outside of the bandwidth will be
lost. To minimize this loss of RF energy, we introduce a
constraint on the amount of energy present in the radar
spectrum at frequencies out of the system bandwidth
range. We enforce this constraint by having the radar
spectrum be below a thresholding spectral mask such as
the one seen in Figure 5.
The spectral leakage constraint is enforced by having the radar spectrum be below this thresholding spectral leakage mask.

IV. CONTINUOUS WF SPECTRAL-MASK SHAPING METHOD

We present a method to parameterize the shape of the radar waveform, and then optimize the parameters to maximize joint radar-communications performance. First, as seen in [8], we consider the radar waveform to be a linear frequency modulated chirp signal, which has been passed through a parameterized spectral mask. The spectral mask parameters are then optimized such that the resultant estimation and data rates are jointly maximized.

Specifically, we begin with a standard chirp signal (linear frequency modulated) given by \( x(t) = e^{i(\pi B/T) t^2} \). We control the spectral shape of this chirp signal to maximize joint performance. To achieve this, we first sample the chirp signal, and collect \( N \) samples in the frequency domain. Let \( X = (X(f_1), \ldots, X(f_N))^T \) be the discretized signal in the frequency domain at frequencies \( f_1, \ldots, f_N \). Let \( u = (u_1, \ldots, u_N)^T \) be an array of spectral weights, where \( u_i \in [0, 1], \forall i \). We control the spectral shape of the chirp signal by multiplying the signal with the spectral weights in the frequency domain such as \( X \odot u \), where \( \odot \) represents the Hadamard product, such that the resultant radar waveform spectrum is given by \( X(f_i)u_i, \forall i \). Furthermore, the RMS bandwidth of the radar waveform can be written (approximately) as a function of \( u \) [45]

\[
B_{\text{rms}}(u)^2 \approx \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} f_i^2 \|X(f_i)u_i\|^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \|X(f_i)\|^2}.
\]

Therefore, the dependence of the \( R_{\text{com}} \) on \( u \) is apparent from Equation (6) and Equation (3), as \( R_{\text{com}} \) depends on the masked radar waveform spectrum. Similarly, the dependence of the \( R_{\text{est}} \) on \( u \) can be understood from Equation (7), Equation (8), and Equation (9).

Our goal is to choose the spectral weights \( u \) such that the resulting waveform jointly maximizes the performance with respect to both radar and communications. Specifically, we maximize the geometric mean of the communications rate and the estimation rate. We can also maximize a weighted average of the two rates, but the geometric mean has an edge over the arithmetic mean in the sense that one rate can be extremely small and the other rate can be extremely high if we maximize the arithmetic mean. But when the geometric mean is maximized, none of the individual rates can be extremely small (or zero). So, we choose geometric mean over the arithmetic mean as our objective function.

Additionally, the optimized waveform needs to satisfy the constraints discussed in the previous section: 1) spectrum amplitude at each frequency sample stays below a certain threshold, and 2) side-lobe to main-lobe ratio of the autocorrelation function is less than a threshold (fraction). The first constraint allows for a limited (and controlled) spectral leakage outside the frequency band. The second constraint decreases the chance of mistaking side-lobes with the main-lobe (non-local estimation errors), which may happen when side-lobe and main-lobe amplitudes are comparable and when signal-to-noise ratio fluctuates (happens when the channel conditions vary).

We now pose the joint waveform design problem as a nonlinear program (NLP). As NLPs are typically hard to solve exactly, we present numerical methods to achieve suboptimal solutions. The joint waveform design problem can be stated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad \left[ R_{\text{com}}(u)^\alpha \right]^{1-\alpha} \left[ R_{\text{est}}(u) \right]^{\alpha}, \\
\text{subject to} & \quad r(u) \leq q \quad (C_1) \\
& \quad 1_A(u) = 1 \quad (C_2)
\end{align*}
\]

where \([0, 1]\) represents the unit interval, \(0 \leq \alpha \leq 1\) is a weighting parameter, \( R_{\text{com}}(u) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} df \log \left( 1 + \frac{\|a_i\|^2 p(f_i, u_i)}{N_{\text{int}} + (f_i, u_i)} \right) \), and \( R_{\text{est}}(u) = \frac{\delta}{\pi T} \log \left( 1 + \frac{\sigma_{\text{proc}}^2}{\sigma_{\text{est}}^2(u)} \right) \). Here, \( r(u) \) represents the fraction of the side-lobe to the main-lobe amplitude, the constraint \( C_1 \) keeps this fraction below a threshold value \( q \). Clearly, the side-lobe to the main-lobe ratio depends on the waveform’s spectrum, which depends on the spectral mask parameter \( u \). The constraint \( C_2 \) constrains the weights \( u \) such that the resulting spectrum of the waveform stays below a certain masking threshold, which is represented by an indicator function, where \( A \) is the set of all spectral weights that let the resulting masked spectrum stay below the masking threshold as shown in Figure 5.

Clearly, we have two conflicting objectives - maximizing \( R_{\text{com}} \) and \( R_{\text{est}} \), which makes this a multi-objective optimization problem. For problems like these, there may exist infinitely many pareto optimal solutions, i.e., solutions that cannot be improved with respect to any objective without degrading the other objectives. With the following proposition, we prove that the solution to the above optimization problem \( \text{Equation (11)} \) is pareto optimal.

**Proposition 4.1**: If \( u^* \) is the optimal solution to \( \text{Equation (11)} \), then \( u^* \) is pareto optimal.

**Proof**: We prove this by contradiction. Let \( U \) be a set of all feasible solutions to the optimization problem in \( \text{Equation (11)} \). Let us assume \( u^* \) is not pareto optimal, which means...
there exists a feasible solution \( \bar{u} \in U \) such that either of the two conditions (enumerated below) is satisfied:

1) \( R_{\text{com}}(\bar{u}) \geq R_{\text{com}}(u^*) \) and \( R_{\text{est}}(\bar{u}) > R_{\text{est}}(u^*) \)
2) \( R_{\text{com}}(\bar{u}) > R_{\text{com}}(u^*) \) and \( R_{\text{est}}(\bar{u}) \geq R_{\text{est}}(u^*) \).

If the first condition is true, then for any \( \alpha \in [0, 1) \), the following inequalities hold:

\[
\left( \frac{R_{\text{com}}(\bar{u})}{R_{\text{com}}(u^*)} \right)^{\alpha} \geq 1 \quad \& \quad \left( \frac{R_{\text{est}}(\bar{u})}{R_{\text{est}}(u^*)} \right)^{1-\alpha} > 1
\]

\( \Rightarrow R_{\text{com}}(\bar{u})^{\alpha} R_{\text{est}}(\bar{u})^{1-\alpha} > R_{\text{com}}(u^*)^{\alpha} R_{\text{est}}(u^*)^{1-\alpha} \)

which contradicts the assumption that \( u^* \) is the optimal solution to the NLP in Equation (11). When \( \alpha = 1 \), given the first condition is true, the following holds:

\[
R_{\text{com}}(\bar{u}) R_{\text{est}}(\bar{u})^{1-\alpha} \geq R_{\text{com}}(u^*) R_{\text{est}}(u^*)^{1-\alpha},
\]

which is true if and only if \( \bar{u} = u^* \). Therefore, if the first condition is true, in either cases \( \alpha \in [0, 1) \) and \( \alpha = 1 \), we come to the same conclusion that \( u^* \) is pareto optimal.

Using similar arguments, we can show that \( u^* \) is pareto optimal even if the second condition (above) is true.

In Section V, we discuss the numerical solutions to the above NLP, and discuss the performance trade-offs. In the following discussion, we derive an expression for the time-domain waveform after a known spectral mask (details discussed below) is applied on the standard chirp signal.

A. Time Domain Form of Spectrally Masked Chirp

We now attempt to derive an analytical expression for the spectrally masked chirp signal in the time-domain. As it turns out, deriving a closed-form expression for the masked signal is hard in the case of a discretized mask as discussed in the previous subsection. We attempt to find the expression for a simple scenario, where the mask is continuous and is a quadratic function of the frequency.

Given a linear frequency modulated chirp

\[ x(t) = e^{j \frac{2\pi}{T} t^2}, \]

with spectrum \( X(f) \), we apply the following spectral mask

\[ W(f) = c + df^2, \]

where \( c \) and \( d \) are real spectral mask parameters that are arbitrarily chosen. The resultant spectrally masked chirp, \( y(t) \), has the following spectrum

\[ Y(f) = c X(f) + df^2 X(f). \]

Using the linearity and time derivative properties of the inverse Fourier transform, the spectrally masked chirp in the time domain is given as follows

\[ y(t) = c x(t) + \frac{d}{4\pi^2} x''(t) \]

\[ = c e^{j \frac{2\pi}{T} t^2} + \left[ \frac{dB^2 t^2}{T^2} - \frac{idB}{2\pi T} \right] e^{j \frac{2\pi}{T} t^2}, \]

where \( .'' \) represents the second-order derivative with respect to time, \( t \). Although we do not use the above-discussed quadratic mask in our numerical study, nevertheless, the above result may be useful in other studies.

V. Simulation Results

In this section, we present an example of the continuous WF spectral-mask shaping waveform design technique discussed in this paper for an example parameter set. The parameters used in the example are shown in Table II. We also compare the performance of the presented waveform design algorithm with the spectral-mask shaping method derived in Reference [8]. MATLAB’s \textit{fmincon} [51] was the optimization solver used to solve the optimization problem in Equation (11). We use the spectral WF SIC data rate to measure communications performance and the global estimation rate to measure radar performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (B)</td>
<td>5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center Frequency</td>
<td>3 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Temperature ((T_{\text{temp}}))</td>
<td>1000 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Range</td>
<td>10 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Power ((P_{\text{com}}))</td>
<td>1 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Antenna Gain</td>
<td>20 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Receiver Side-lobe Gain</td>
<td>10 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Target Range</td>
<td>11.2 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Antenna Gain</td>
<td>30 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Power ((P_{\text{rad}}))</td>
<td>1 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Cross Section</td>
<td>10 m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Process Standard Deviation ((\sigma_{r,\text{proc}}))</td>
<td>100 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-Bandwidth Product (TB)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Duty Factor ((\delta))</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Spectral-Mask Shaping Method

We present a numerical study on the performance of the spectral-mask shaping method discussed in Section IV. All the results presented below were obtained by solving the optimization problem in Equation (11) using \textit{fmincon} for 100 Monte-Carlo runs with randomized initial solutions and selecting the solution with the highest objective value.

First, we assess the impact of the constraints \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) (in Equation (11)) on the joint performance.

For constraint \( C_1 \), we set the threshold value \( q = -5dB \). We plot the autocorrelation function of the optimized radar waveform without imposing constraint \( C_1 \) in Figure 6 and in Figures 7 to 9, we plot the autocorrelation function of the optimized waveform with constraint \( C_1 \) imposed for \( \alpha \in \{0, 0.5, 1\} \). When constraint \( C_1 \) is not imposed, the peak side-lobe level is 2dB lower than the main-lobe. Enforcing constraint \( C_1 \) suppresses the side-lobe by more than \(-5dB\) with respect to the main-lobe as desired. Although, we can obtain a better side-lobe to main-lobe ratio by further decreasing the value of \( q \), but this comes at the cost of reduction in the feasibility region of Equation (11) as with any constrained optimization problem, thus decreasing the optimal objective value, i.e., decreasing the joint performance. In these figures, we also notice that the main-lobe gets wider as \( \alpha \) increases, which is a result of decreasing emphasis on \( R_{\text{est}} \) in Equation (11), thus decreasing \( \sigma_{\text{est}}^2 \) value, i.e., increasing range uncertainty or widening main-lobe.

We now study the impact of constraint \( C_2 \) on the system performance. Figures 10 and 11 show the spectrum of the
optimized waveform with $\alpha = 0.5$ and with constraint $C_2$, not imposed and imposed respectively. We choose a masking threshold as depicted in Figures 10 and 11. The design of this masking threshold is inspired from masks that are typically used in 4G-LTE communications. While Figure 10 shows that the amount of spectral leakage that occurs when constraint $C_2$ is not imposed is less for the selected set of parameters and masking threshold, the amount of spectral leakage can increase when evaluated for a different set of parameters or masking threshold. Since spectral leakage is a major concern for waveform design, imposing constraint $C_2$ and minimizing the amount of energy that gets leaked outside the frequency band of interest is always desirable. Figure 11 shows that with $C_2$, we can suppress the spectral leakage as desired and as determined by the masking threshold we choose, moreover, we achieve this without compromising the quality of the autocorrelation function, as can be seen in Figure 8.

We plot the spectrum of the optimized waveform with $\alpha \in \{0, 1\}$ along with the original unmasked chirp waveform and the thresholding mask used in Figures 12 and 13. In Figure 14, we show a rate-rate curve showing the communications and estimation rate for different values of $\alpha$. As mentioned earlier in Section III, radar waveforms with more energy near the edges of the bandwidth allocation minimize the communications rate because they have larger SIC radar residual values, $N_{\text{resi}}(f)$. Such waveforms have a higher RMS bandwidth, which results in better local estimation performance, and higher ambiguity in radar estimation, thereby increasing the SNR threshold for the local SNR regime) and possibly degrading global estimation performance. On the other hand, spectrally impulse-like radar waveforms are communications optimal, because such waveforms have minimal $N_{\text{resi}}(f)$. Such waveforms also have a smaller RMS bandwidth, resulting in decreased local estimation performance, but a lower threshold for the local SNR regime, potentially causing a improved global estimation
performance. Ambiguities affect the global estimation performance or threshold point by causing autocorrelation main-lobe/side-lobe confusion, which is dependent on constraint $C_1$, the side-lobe to main-lobe ratio, as seen in Section II-C. By imposing constraint $C_1$, we are also constraining the probability of side-lobe confusion and thereby limiting the effect ambiguities on global estimation performance. As a result, we expect that as we sweep over $\alpha$ values from 0 to 1 (radar optimal to communications optimal), we expect the waveform spectrum to move from having more energy in the edges of the bandwidth to being more impulse-like. Clearly, from Figures 12 to 14, we observe that this exactly what is happening.

B. Performance Comparison of Waveform Design Algorithms

We run a Monte-Carlo study to compare the performance of the continuous WF spectral-mask shaping and the spectral-mask shaping method derived in Reference [8]. We implement the two methods with the same parameter settings for $\alpha = 0.5$. Table III shows the average (over the Monte-Carlo runs for $\alpha = 0.5$) of several other performance measures from the Monte-Carlo study such as the final objective values, estimation rates ($R_{est}$), and communications rates ($R_{com}$). From
Table III, we see that the continuous WF spectral-mask shaping method outperforms the spectral-mask shaping method in terms of the final optimal objective value, estimation rate, and communications rate. Furthermore, a significant increase in the achieved communications rate highlights the impact of the continuous WF algorithm.

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance metric (average values)</th>
<th>CW Spectral-Mask Shaping</th>
<th>Spectral-Mask Shaping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final Objective Value</td>
<td>$3.35 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$6.48 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{est}}$ (b/s)</td>
<td>$3.47 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$3.05 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{com}}$ (b/s)</td>
<td>$3.24 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>$1.38 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented continuous WF spectral-mask shaping radar waveform design technique that maximizes the performance of a spectrum sharing joint radar-communications system. The proposed techniques is an extension to a previously derived spectral-mask shaping waveform design method, with the new method employing the continuous spectral WF algorithm to improve communications performance. Additional constraints on spectral leakage and radar autocorrelation peak side-lobe to main-lobe ratio are introduced for the waveform design problem and the waveform design method is made more computationally efficient. The global estimation rate, an extension on the estimation rate that takes into account non-local or global estimation errors, and the data rate are used to measure radar and communications performance respectively. The continuous WF spectral-mask shaping method optimizes the spectral mask (to be applied on the standard chirp) such that a weighted mean of the communications rate and the estimation rate is maximized. The weighting decides whether more emphasis is placed on communications performance or radar performance. We presented examples of the waveform design technique discussed in this paper for an example parameter set and also compared the performance of the waveform design method proposed here with the previously derived spectral-mask shaping method. We also compared the performance of the continuous WF spectral-mask shaping method with the previously derived spectral-mask shaping method. We saw the continuous WF spectral-mask shaping method outperform the spectral-mask shaping method, with a significant increase in the optimal communications rate due to the continuous spectral WF algorithm.
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